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a b s t r a c t

The effect of a cathode micro-porous layer that is composed of carbon powder or carbon nanotubes on
cell performance is investigated. Polarization curves, together with the respective anode and cathode
potentials, are measured. The results show that the cathode potential can be significantly improved with
adding a hydrophobic micro-porous layer between the cathode catalyst layer and the gas-diffusion layer.
The increased performance with the cathode micro-porous layer is mainly attributed to the fact that the
eywords:
irect ethanol fuel cell
nion-exchange membrane
ater crossover
icro-porous layer

cathode water flooding can be alleviated as a result of the reduced water crossover, which consequently
facilitates the transport of oxygen to the catalyst layer. It is also found that a crack-free micro-porous
layer made of carbon nanotubes gives a much higher cathode potential compared with a micro-porous
layer composed of carbon powder.

© 2010 Elsevier B.V. All rights reserved.

as-diffusion layer
arbon nanotubes

. Introduction

An anion-exchange membrane direct ethanol fuel cell (AEM
EFC) that uses a low-cost AEM, rather than a proton-exchange
embrane (PEM), for direct methanol fuel cells (DMFCs), makes it

ossible to achieve faster electrokinetics of both the ethanol oxi-
ation reaction (EOR) and oxygen reduction reaction (ORR), even
ith low-cost non-platinum metals as the electrocatalyst. The most

mportant feature of the AEM DEFC is that ethanol is less toxic, has
higher energy density than methanol (6.1 vs. 4.6 kWh L−1), and

an be massively produced from agricultural products or biomass.
n addition, the liquid-feed DEFC also possesses the same advan-
ages as a DMFC, including simple system structure, high-specific
nergy and fast refueling [1–3]. For these reasons, AEM DEFCs have
ecently attracted increasing attention [4–10].

Past efforts on the development of AEM DEFCs have focused
ainly on the development of advanced materials, including anion-

xchange membranes and electrocatalysts, and the study of the
echanisms of both the EOR and ORR in alkaline media [11–20]. For

xample, Varcoe et al. [16] prepared a series of ETFE-based anion-

xchange membranes with the radiation-grafting method. The
ests showed that OH− conductivity could be as high as 0.06 S cm−1

t 60 ◦C. Yanagi and Fukuta [17] tested the durability of a commer-
ial A201 membrane made of the quaternary ammonium group and
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hydrocarbon polymer backbone in water and methanol at 80 ◦C,
and indicated that the ion-exchange capacity (IEC) was stable for
2300 h. Shen et al. [18] compared Pd- and Pt-based catalysts for the
EOR in alkaline media, and showed that Pd/C had a higher catalytic
activity and better steady-state behaviour for ethanol oxidation
than Pt/C. Chatenet et al. [19] reported that MnOx/C electrocatalysts
directed the ORR toward the four-electron pathway, and indicated
that the rate-determining step was the second electron-transfer
that involved the electrosplitting of the O2,ads species, yielding Oads
and hydroxide anion. Recently, Liang et al. [20] studied the mech-
anism of the EOR on a palladium electrode by means of cyclic
voltammetry and found that the dissociative adsorption of ethanol
proceeded somewhat faster and the rate-determining step was the
removal of adsorbed ethoxi by adsorbed hydroxyl on the Pd elec-
trode.

These have been relatively few investigations of mass trans-
port behaviour in AEM DEFCs. One of the mass transport issues in
acid proton exchange membrane fuel cells is water management,
which aims to maintain a delicate balance between membrane
dehydration and cathode flooding. In AEM DEFCs, however, a com-
mon conception is that cathode flooding is unlikely due to the
fact that water is consumed as a reactant at the cathode and
the electro-osmotic drag (EOD) moves water from the cathode to

anode. Recently, the authors’ work [21] has shown that cathode
flooding also occurs in an AEM DEFC, primarily because the diffu-
sion flux from the anode to the cathode outweighs the total water
flux due to the both ORR and EOD. Therefore, avoiding cathode
flooding is a water management issue in AEM DEFCs. Being moti-
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Fig. 1. SEM images of cross-sectional view of prepared catalyst-coated MEA.

ated by this need, this study examines the effect of the cathode
PL design on cathode flooding behaviour and cell performance in

n AEM DEFC.

. Experimental

.1. Preparation of MEA

An in-house fabricated DEFC which consisted of a
embrane–electrode assembly (MEA) with an active area of

.0 cm × 2.0 cm sandwiched between a pair of current-collectors
hat were held by two fixture plates. The MEA was composed of
n anion-exchange membrane (A201, Tokuyama), a commercial
node electrode with non-platinum HYPERMECTM catalysts (Acta)
nd a cathode catalyst layer (CL). The CL was fabricated in-house
y the catalyst-coated membrane (CCM) method; namely, cata-

yst inks were prepared by mixing non-platinum HYPERMECTM

14 catalysts at a loading of 2.0 mg cm−2 and an A3 ionomer
Tokuyama) with 1-propanol as the solvent. The catalyst inks were
tirred continuously in an ultrasonic bath for 10 min to ensure
hat they were well-dispersed. The content of the A3 as a binder
n the cathode catalyst layer was maintained at about 5 wt.%. Sub-
equently, the well-dispersed catalyst inks were directly sprayed
n to one side of the membrane with a spray gun. The prepared
EA was heat-treated in a vacuum oven at 70 ◦C for 30 min to

emove residual organic solvents. A scanning electron micrograph
f the cross-sectional view of the prepared MEA is presented in
ig. 1. The cathode CL is in intimate contact with the membrane
nd this confirms that the anion-exchanger membrane-based MEA
an be well prepared by the CCM method, with which the effect
f different cathode MPL designs can be investigated by keeping
he other MEA components, including the anode electrode, the

embrane, and the cathode CL, unchanged. MPLs with different
olytetrafluoroethylene (PTFE) loadings and different carbon
Vulcan XC-72 carbon powder or carbon nanotube) loadings were
repared and applied to the same backing layer (Toray-090 carbon
aper) without wet-proofing treatment.

.2. Current-collectors
Both the anode and cathode fixture plates were made of
tainless-steel. A single serpentine flow-field, with a 0.5 mm chan-
el depth, a 1.0 mm channel width, and a 1.0 mm rib width, was
achined on one side of each fixture plate. In addition, to visu-
Fig. 2. Effect of cathode MPL on (a) cell performance and (b) electrode potentials.

alize two-phase transport behaviour in the cathode flow-field, a
fixture made of transparent poly methyl methacrylate (PMMA) was
covered on a serpentine current-collector plate.

2.3. Measurement instrumentation and test conditions

Experiments were conducted in the cell test station detailed
elsewhere [15]. Tests of AEM DEFC voltage-current (polarization)
curves were controlled and measured by an electric load system
(Arbin BT2000, Arbin Instrument Inc.). At the anode, an aqueous
solution, containing 3.0 M ethanol and 5.0 M KOH, was supplied by
a peristaltic pump at a flow rate of 1.0 ml min−1. At the cathode,
99.5% oxygen at ambient pressure with a flow rate of 20 standard
cubic centimeters per minute (sccm) was fed without humidifi-
cation. A mass-flow controller (Omega FMA-78P4), along with a
multiple-channel indicator (Omega FMA-765A), was used to con-
trol and measure the oxygen flow rate. Before entering the fuel cell,
the aqueous solution and oxygen were preheated by the electri-
cal heating rods that were installed in both the anode and cathode
fixture plates. The cell operating temperature, set at 60 ◦C, was mea-
sured with a thermocouple installed at the anode fixture plates.
The cell resistance, R, was determined by a d.c.-pulse method. The
anode potential was measured by an Hg|HgO|KOH (1.0 M) (MMO,

0.098V vs. SHE) reference electrode [22]. Subsequently, the cath-
ode potential was obtained by added the anode potential to the
iR-corrected cell voltage. The morphology of the catalyst-coated
membrane and the cathode GDL was examined with a scanning
electron microscope (SEM, JEOL-6390).
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Fig. 3. Surface morphologies of GDLs: (a and b) carbon paper wit

.4. Determination of water-crossover flux

In an AEM DEFC, liquid water in the aqueous solution fed to the
node, along with that produced from the EOR, can diffuse through
he membrane to the cathode CL, where part of it reacts with oxygen
o form hydroxide ions, and the remainder is transported through
he cathode DL to the cathode flow-field. Simultaneously, water
an also be dragged by the migration of OH− from the cathode to
he anode. The authors’ recent work [21] showed that under typ-
cal operating conditions a net water flux permeates through the

embrane from the anode to the cathode, which is termed as the
ater-crossover flux. As part of the water-crossover flux, Jwc, is

onsumed by the ORR at the cathode CL according to

i

ORR =

2F
(1)

here F is Faraday’s constant and i is the discharge current density,
hile the remainder goes to the cathode, which is represented by
MPL, (c and d) carbon-powder MPL, and (e and f) nanotube MPL.

[23,24]:

JGDL = NH2O

A
(2)

where NH2O denotes the rate of water collected at the exit of the
cathode flow channel and A represents the electrode surface area.
Hence, the water-crossover flux can be determined by summing
Eqs. (1) and (2) to give:

Jwc = JORR + JGDL (3)

To determine the rate of water collected at the exit of the cath-
ode flow channel, NH2O, a water trap filled with anhydrous CaSO4
(Dryerite®) was installed at the exit [23,24]. By weighing the water
trapped over a specified period at a given current density, the flow
rate of water at the cathode outlet, NH2O, can be determined. Thirty

minutes were needed to achieve a steady-state condition before
collecting the water. The back pressures of both the anode and
cathode electrodes were maintained at the atmosphere pressure
during the test to eliminate the influence of back pressure on water
transport.
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Fig. 4. Effect of MPL design on water-crossover flux.

. Results and discussion

.1. Effect of micro-porous layer

The performance of the DEFC with various GDLs is shown at
ig. 2a. Three cases were studied: the GDL without an MPL, the GDL
ith a MPL made of XC-72 carbon powder, and the GDL with a
PL made of CNTs. Clearly, it is seen that the cell performance is

mproved significantly by including a hydrophobic MPL at the cath-
de. It is also noticed that the cell performance is much higher with
he MPL made of CNTs than that with the MPL made of carbon pow-
ers. The peak power density increased from 34 to 46 mW cm−2

hen the MPL made of carbon powder was included; it further
ncreased to 55 mW cm−2 when the MPL made of nanotubes was
sed. The respective anode and cathode potentials are shown in
ig. 2b. It is seen that the anode potential almost remains the same
or all the cases studied, whereas the cathode potential increases
ith the addition of the MPL, especially with the MPL made of
NTs. This fact suggests that the increased cell performance when

ncluding a cathode MPL is due to the increased cathode potential
hat can be explained as follows. Images of the surface morphol-
gy of the original cathode backing layer without and with the
PL are presented in Fig. 3. The addition of the MPL substan-

ially reduces the mean pore size of the porous layer. In addition,
ecause of the hydrophobic nature of the PTFE-treated MPL, a much
igher hydraulic liquid pressure can be built up in the cathode,
hich enables a reduction in water crossover and hence alleviates

he cathode flooding problem. As a result, the cathode potential
s increased because of the enhanced oxygen transport. It is also
oticed from Fig. 3c and d that some macropores between 2.0 and
0.0 �m, or so-called mud cracks, are formed on the surface of the
PL made of carbon powder [24–26]. The formation of these large

racks can reduce the liquid pressure, and thereby enhance the
ater-crossover flux. On the other hand, however, it is found from

he images in Fig. 3e and f that the MPL made of CNTs is totally free
f large cracks [27]. This is why the cathode potential for the MPL
ade of CNTs is higher than that for the MPL made of carbon pow-

ers. As shown in Fig. 4, the rate of water crossover can be greatly
owered by adding a hydrophobic MPL at the cathode. More impor-
antly, it is shown that the rate of water crossover is much lower
or the MPL made of CNTs as compared with that for the MPL made

f carbon powders.

In summary, the above experimental results indicate that the
resence of the hydrophobic MPL at the cathode GDL in an AEM
EFC can significantly enhance cell performance, mainly because
Fig. 5. Effect of CNT loading at cathode MPL on (a) cell performance and (b) electrode
potentials.

introducing the hydrophobic MPL decreases the permeability and
liquid saturation of the cathode GDL, which tends to alleviate the
cathode flooding and hence to enhance oxygen transport with a
resulting improvement in performance. Therefore, as in other acid
DMFCs and DEFCs, a cathode MPL is also essential in AEM DEFCs.

3.2. Effect of CNT loading

The effect of the CNT loading on cell performance was investi-
gated by testing the different MPLs, which consisted of the same
PTFE loading (20 wt.%) but different CNT loadings. The same PTFE
loading ensures that the hydrophobic level and the porosity of the
MPLs does not change with CNT loading. Hence, increasing the CNT
loading means an increase in the thickness of the MPL. It is seen
from Fig. 5a that the cell performance increases when the CNT load-
ing is increased from 1.0 to 2.0 mg cm−2, but it decreases when
the loading is increased further to 3.0 mg cm−2. The best cell per-
formance is achieved at a CNT loading of 2.0 mg cm−2. The data
in Fig. 5b indicate that the variation in cell performance with the
CNT loading is due to the change in cathode potential because the
anode potential remains almost the same when the CNT loading is
varied. This behaviour can be explained as follows. On one hand,
and hence reduces the rate of water crossover. This can be con-
firmed by the measured rate of water crossover shown in Fig. 6.
At 200 mA cm−2, the rate of water crossover is reduced from 1.5
to 1.1 �mol cm−2 s−1 when the CNT loading is increased from 1.0
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Fig. 6. Effect of CNT loading in cathode MPL on water-crossover flux.

o 3.0 mg cm−2. Accordingly, the cathode flooding problem can be
lleviated and hence oxygen transport can be enhanced. On the
ther hand, an increase in the thickness of the MPL increases the

ransport resistance of oxygen. Therefore, the CNT loading should
e maintained at an optimum level such that the cell performance
an be maximized.

ig. 7. Effect of PTFE loading in cathode MPL on (a) cell performance and (b) elec-
rode potentials.
Current density, (mA cm )

Fig. 8. Effect of PTFE loading in cathode MPL on water-crossover flux.

3.3. Effect of PTFE loading

In addition to the CNT loading, the effect of PTFE loading on cell
performance was also studied by testing the different MPLs, with
the same CNT loading (2.0 mg cm−2) but different PTFE loadings.
The same CNT loading indicates that the thickness of the MPL does
not change with PTFE loading. The effect of PTFE loading in the
MPL on cell performance is displayed in Fig. 7a. When increasing
the PTFE loading from 20 to 40 wt.%, the cell performance is signif-
icantly increased. For instance, the peak power density increases
from 45 to 60 mW cm−2 as the PTFE loading increases from 20 to
40 wt.%. It is found, however that further increase in PTFE loading
from 40 to 50 wt.% causes a decrease in cell performance. A peak
power density of about 60 mW cm−2 is achieved at a PTFE loading of
40 wt.%. Measurement of the electrode potentials also indicates that
the effect of PTFE loading on cell performance is mainly attributed
to the change in cathode potential, as indicated in Fig. 7b. The reason
why there exists an optimum PTFE loading to achieve the best cell
performance can be explained as follows. On one hand, an increase
in PTFE loading increases the hydrophobic level so as to reduce the
water crossover, as indicated in Fig. 8, leading to the better oxygen
transport in the cathode. On the other hand, a higher PTFE load-
ing lowers the porosity of the MPL and reduces the connectivity of
pores in the MPL which, in turn, hinders transport of oxygen to the
catalyst layer. As a result, there exists an optimum PTFE loading in
the MPL for the best cell performance.

4. Conclusions

In an alkaline membrane based DEFC, cathode flooding occurs
because of the fact that the diffusion flux from the anode to the
cathode outweighs the total water flux due to the ORR and EOD.
Hence, avoiding cathode flooding is a water management issue in
AEM DEFCs. Being motivated by this need, a study has been made of
the effect of cathode MPL design on cathode flooding behaviour and
cell performance in an AEM DEFC. Salient findings and conclusions
are as follows:

(1) The presence of a hydrophobic MPL at the cathode GDL in an
AEM DEFC can improve cell performance, because introducing

the hydrophobic MPL can decrease water crossover from the
anode to the cathode, and hence can enhance oxygen transport.
This suggests that as in other acid DMFCs and DEFCs, a cathode
MPL is an essential component of an AEM DEFC.
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2) Performance tests indicate that a MPL made of CNTs exhibits
higher cell performance than a MPL made of carbon powder.

3) The loadings of both CNT and PTFE in the cathode MPL not
only affect water crossover but also influence oxygen transport.
Appropriate CNT and PTFE loadings are essential to achieve a
balance between reduced water crossover and increased oxy-
gen transport resistance. The presently configured cathode MPL
with a CNT loading of 2.0 mg cm−2 and a PTFE loading of 40-wt.%
is found to produce the best cell performance.
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